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Abstract
Background
The recent occurrence of polio outbreaks in countries previously considered polio-free such as Tajikistan, Russia and China, and the economic and public health burden of managing such outbreaks underscored the importance of importation of infectious diseases across geographical regions, transcending political boundaries. It also questioned the appropriateness of classifying geographic regions, countries, states and provinces, as endemic and non-endemic and the implications such classifications had on the quality of surveillance and immunization strategies. Although molecular epidemiology and field-surveys have been useful in demonstrating the possible source of reintroduction of virus transmission in disease-free areas, the mode of importation often remains unexplored. The goal of this study is to explore the role played by popular modes of transport, such as the railways, in the importation of polio transmission from endemic to non-endemic states in India.

Methods
To explore the association between cases in non-endemic states and the geographical distribution of the railroads, we evaluate the spatial pattern of spread of polio from endemic to non-endemic states in India during the last four years (as of April 2013) of virus circulation in the country, 2008 - 2011, in a cross-sectional design. We geo-coded addresses of serotype 1 (P-1) cases followed by mapping and proximity analysis using geo-spatial tools. Fisher’s exact 2-tailed test was used to assess the statistical significance of the proximity analysis.

Results
Our analysis established that cases in non-endemic states were more likely (64.7% in non-endemic states compared to 38.9% in endemic states) to be geographically closer to the railroads compared to cases in endemic states. The results were statistically significant (Fisher’s exact 2-tailed P: 0.01) and the null hypothesis of no association between location of P-1 cases in non-endemic areas and proximity to the railroads was rejected. All P-1 wild type cases (n = 173) from all states and Union Territories in India were included for the most recent 4-year period, and knowing the predominant sub-clinical nature of polio infection, the results were based on a robust set of data from a large cohort of infected population.

Conclusions
The findings suggest the potential role played by popular modes of migration in the spread of polio. As the global polio eradication initiative prepares for the critically important polio endgame, the purpose of this analysis is to inform policy makers on understanding the dynamics of polio transmission through population movement. Our analysis indicates that railroad travel may be linked to transmission of poliovirus to non-endemic areas, and that prevention programs should be developed to address this potentially important mode of spread. Such program enhancements may include mapping of travel patterns and population migration through trains or other modes of transport, depending on the context of the country or the area.
BACKGROUND
The global eradication of smallpox by 1980 demonstrated that certain infectious diseases could be eradicated. With proven success of industrialized countries in controlling polio by improvement in routine immunization coverage, and the remarkable progress made in Latin America in reducing polio transmission by adopting mass vaccination strategies, the World Health Assembly in 1988 launched the Global Polio Eradication Initiative with a target of eradicating polio globally by the year 2000. Although global interruption of all polio transmission has not been achieved yet, the number of polio endemic countries has fallen from 125 in 1988 to only three, namely, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Nigeria, by early 2013. India, once a major epicenter of polio transmission and the source of many episodes of international spread of the disease, was taken off the list of polio endemic countries after no wild polio virus cases were reported for a period of one year since January 2011.

It is important to note that only 1% of polio infected cases are symptomatic, and thus detection of every case of polio indicates continuing circulation with a large cohort of infected population. Therefore, identification and confirmation of even one case of polio anywhere in the world is considered to be an outbreak. The International Health Regulations (2005) considers a single case of polio to be a public health emergency of international concern.

Among the three types of wild poliovirus (WPV) identified in the pre-vaccine era, only two serotypes (P-1 and P-3) are still in circulation. P-1 strain is considered to be highly virulent and responsible for most of the global spread of polio. P-1 poliovirus has the propensity to spread rapidly across large geographical areas. Over the last decade, continuing P-1 circulation in the endemic countries led to outbreaks in nearly twenty polio-free countries all over the world. Eradication of P-1, therefore, is considered an urgent priority and targeted mass vaccination campaigns with type-specific oral polio vaccines (OPV) are being conducted in the priority regions, particularly in the three endemic countries, to interrupt wild P-1 circulation.

By 2002, circulation of indigenous WPV in India was successfully interrupted in 26 (out of a total of 28) states and 7 Union Territories, with the help of trivalent Oral Polio Vaccine (tOPV). Since then, all WPV cases reported from these areas were importations from either Uttar Pradesh (UP) or Bihar, the two states where circulation of WPV was not interrupted. UP and Bihar are the poorest states of India (based on per capita Gross Domestic Product), with high birth rates, suboptimal routine immunization coverage, and poor sanitation practices. As evident in Figure 1, large areas in these two states are densely populated, and thus the likelihood of maintaining the circulation of an infectious disease such as polio, and its eventual spread to other areas through population movement are expected to be high.

Figure 1
India: States and Union Territories with density of population per sq. km

In India, public transportation system is heavily utilized by the population. The railroad network of the country is considered to be the longest (63,000 Kilometers) and the fourth most used transportation system of the world. Indian railways transport an estimated 20 million passengers daily across the country, and account for 60% of all passenger traffic in the country. “Broad gauge” is the main gauge used by the Indian railways and it covers approximately 87% of the entire track length of all gauges.

Inter-state migration is a growing phenomenon in India. The 2001 census categorizes 30% of the Indian population as migrants, and the figure is not inclusive of the temporary migrants who usually follow a seasonal trend of migration based on occupational requirements. Poor socio-economic status and limited access to employment opportunities are considered to be the major drivers of migration in states like UP and Bihar. Studies have shown the proportion of migrants in northern Bihar, the erstwhile...
Railroad locations as published in shapefile format from one conducted by Dyson et al. showed a significant increase in commuting over the recent years but did not provide specific numbers or further insight into the pattern of commuting. Train commuter data available for Mumbai, the industrial capital of India and a common destination for migrants from UP and Bihar, shows that approximately five million people travel in and out of the city on a daily basis. There is a continued trend of employment-driven population migration from UP and Bihar to the other parts of the country. The vast network of Indian railways connecting major cities, towns and rural areas, its affordability, the trend of clustering of nomadic shelters and shanties besides the major railway stations and railroads, and the relative scarcity of other private modes of transport in India lead us to hypothesize that one of the important routes of distant spread of polio could be the railroads. In this paper we test this hypothesis with an objective to better understand the spread of polio in an endemic country setting. Such knowledge of transmission dynamics of polio is critical to ensure policies on outbreak response strategies are in place, so that any reintroduction of virus circulation in polio-free areas can be detected early and controlled efficiently both in the currently endemic countries and also in the polio-free regions of the world. In addition, such analysis and findings should inform proactive strategies to reduce likelihood of disease spread through this mechanism. In the current global context of shrinking endemic regions of polio transmission and increasing risk of importation into non-endemic areas through population movement, the assessment of various aspects of spatial spread of the disease is more relevant than ever.

**METHODS**

Data

Data on P-1 cases reported from India were obtained from the Ministry of Health & Welfare, Government of India; and from web-portals of the Global Polio Eradication Initiative and the World Health Organization. A total of 173 P-1 cases were reported from India from 2008–2011. Laboratory confirmation as a wild P-1 poliovirus case based on stool analysis and date of onset of paralysis anytime between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2011 were considered as eligibility criteria for inclusion in the analysis. Railroad locations as published in shapefile format from Collins Maps were used for the analysis. These railroads are classified into: main; main under construction; secondary; and secondary under construction. The “main under construction” and “secondary under construction” were eliminated from the analysis, as travel is not possible on railroads under construction. The “main” and “secondary” railroads were visually inspected against the ESRI Imagery high resolution satellite imagery basemap. In some cases, “main” railroads were 200 kilometers apart, yet were connected by “secondary” railroads. In order to capture all railroads across which long distance population migration takes place, both main and secondary railroads were included in the analysis. Maps with boundaries for districts and sub-districts in India were extracted from the Global Administrative Areas database. All P-1 cases were geocoded to the geographic center of the smallest available administrative unit using ArcGIS 9.3.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). This geocoding resulted in matching 91 cases to the sub-district level and 82 cases to the district level. On 12 of the sub-district and 12 of the district cases, Google Maps was used to verify that the geocoded locations were correct. This process was performed by entering the “sub-district, district” name into the Google Maps search engine, and comparing the resulting latitude/longitude values to those generated by ArcGIS. The resulting locations were projected into the Universal Trans-Mercator Kalianpur 1975 Zone 47N coordinate system that has a linear unit of meters. The Euclidean distance between each P-1 case and the nearest railroad was calculated with the ArcGIS “Near” function. The distances calculated were categorized as within 5 Kilometers (km) and beyond 5 km from a railroad. The 5 km cut-off was chosen based on two criteria. First, 5 km is considered as the feasible distance of local/on-foot travel for people residing in a settlement in India. Second, outbreak response immunization (ORI) for polio following an outbreak in non-endemic area is conducted for a cohort of at least 500 children or within 5 km in the neighborhood of the index case. Potential differences in distances observed in endemic and non-endemic areas were evaluated with the Fisher’s Exact Test (two-tailed). All calculations were done in Epi InfoTM version 7.0.

**RESULTS**

The use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and
spatial analysis in public health has been growing substantially, with important contributions in the monitoring and mapping of disease outbreaks, planning emergency preparedness, modeling infectious disease transmission, and planning responses to humanitarian disasters.\(^{(16,17,18)}\) However, very few spatial applications have been conducted to study the spread of polio, a highly infectious disease notorious for intra- and trans-national spread. Specifically, we are not aware of any attempt to analyze migration patterns of population and geospatial distribution of polio cases in an endemic setting such as India, and the spatial factors associated with its spread in non-endemic areas. This study is thus the first attempt to use GIS methods to explore the association of the spread of polio and the modes of popular transport in a high disease burden setting.

**Figure 2**
P-1 case locations (2008 – 2011) and distribution of railroads in India\(^{(4,14,19)}\)

This analysis entails some limitations. First, factors such as immunization coverage and surveillance indicators of the states, pattern of migration through other modes of transportation, and status of polio transmission in the neighboring countries could not be explored in details due to unavailability of data. These factors may act as potential sources of confounding. Second, analysis based on the exact locations of the railway stations could have been more relevant in establishing the epidemiological link between imported cases and the mode of migration. But in the absence of such data, the shortest distance between a polio case and the nearest railroad track was considered to be an acceptable proxy.

**DISCUSSION**
The complex dynamics of poliovirus circulation in India over the years has been an area of interest for many researchers. In January 2009, the Executive Board of the WHO requested a study to address the concerns raised by the global community about the delay in attaining complete interruption of transmission. The study focused on the need to effectively address the issue of population-mobility and poliovirus transmission in India. The report reiterated the importance of identifying the mobile populations and busy transit points such as train stations.\(^{(5)}\) There is constant movement of population from Bihar and UP to the more economically developed cities and states such as Mumbai,
Delhi, Punjab, Haryana and Gujarat. The report also stressed the critical role of vaccinating the migrant population, mostly poor labor workers, through intensive planning and strategic placement of mobile vaccination camps. Monitoring efforts revealed that migrants working in construction sites and agricultural fields were not being covered adequately and the report called for a targeted approach to effectively reach out to the migrant and nomadic population groups who are always on the move. It is evident from our analysis of the distribution of polio cases that the imported cases of polio in the non-endemic states are more likely to be geographically closer to the railroads. It has to be understood that in addition to being the largest mode of population transport in India, the physical locations of railroads are also linked with the nomadic and shelter-less population. Most of the nomadic population groups dwell in temporary shanties alongside the railroads and major stations. The overall hygienic and sanitation standards are extremely poor in these areas. Also, since these migratory groups have no permanent settlement, they are often missed from the routine and mass vaccination programs. Based on these factors and our findings, we conclude that maintenance of a strong immunization strategy for the migratory population remains critical in ensuring continuation of polio-free status. Such vulnerable areas across the country should be prioritized in the routine and mass immunization programs to ensure any chance-importation of poliovirus from other countries does not establish new circulation. Targeted monitoring with greater focus on the vulnerable areas like transit sites and temporary shelters should be intensified with greater emphasis on finding missed children. The estimated coverage of trivalent OPV in routine immunization campaigns was only 53% in Bihar and 40% in UP in the recent past. The routine immunization coverage of the migrating population from these states would naturally be poorer. Specific attention is required to develop mechanisms to cover the migrant population under routine immunization program through strengthening of the out-reach centers and special-area coverage planning. In addition, as India and other countries in the region move closer to the goal of sustained control of polio circulation, strengthening of surveillance will be pivotal to detect any low-level virus transmission. The quality indicators of acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) surveillance are much lower in the non-endemic states compared to the indicators in the endemic states. Increased focus on surveillance, both AFP and environmental surveillance, across the regions, irrespective of previous endemic or non-endemic status, is needed.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The distribution of imported P-1 cases in the non-endemic states in India show a distinct pattern of association along the railroads. This finding has implications for planning future vaccination campaigns because the analysis establishes that the non-endemic areas that are well-connected through popular modes of transport with the endemic areas are at risk of re-establishment of polio circulation. Therefore, implementation of vaccination campaigns and enhancement of disease surveillance interventions need to be planned in a synchronized manner so that these vulnerable areas are covered adequately along with the known endemic areas. Further research, however, is needed to explore the association between quality of surveillance and the detection of cases in non-endemic areas and to rule out possible confounding in the association of P-1 cases with the railroads. The role of other relevant factors, such as existing immunization status of children in these areas and quality of sanitation and hygiene in the community, should also be taken into consideration while making policy decisions to ensure a comprehensive approach for improving the quality of disease control. Also, the pattern of spread of P-3 type wild poliovirus, which is known to be localized in circulation and that of circulating vaccine derived polioviruses (cVDPV) should be studied to assess the dynamics of transmission within the endemic zones. India has set examples in controlling polio transmission under challenging circumstances. However, the fact that the last P-1 case reported from the country was from a non-endemic state (West Bengal) and was in close proximity to the railroads indicates a continued risk of the virus being carried through the migratory population from the endemic to the non-endemic areas. Considering the fact that the neighboring polio-endemic country, Pakistan, has railroad connection with India with a train running twice a week between Lahore, in Pakistan and New Delhi, in India, such enhanced focus on all immunologically vulnerable and well-connected geographical areas is all the more important and may require strategic collaboration between the two countries for coordinated vaccination campaigns and improved surveillance activities. In Africa, non-endemic countries such as Chad and the Democratic Republic of Congo reported higher number of cases than the endemic Nigeria in 2010. Several areas of Pakistan, Afghanistan, and neighboring countries such as Tajikistan, Russia and China,
reported fresh outbreaks over the last few years which indicate continued risk of both intra-national trans-national importations. Timely public health interventions to prevent virus importations from establishing circulation in the freshly infected areas and future research to explore the patterns and routes of geographic spread of poliovirus can accelerate the achievement of complete global polio eradication.
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